**Yr 11 CERTIFICATE I IN FURNISHING**

**HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:**  
*Drew Dundas*

**SUBJECT OUTLINE:**

The Certificate I in Furnishing is based on units of competency selected from pathways described in the Furnishing Training Package (LMF02). This Certificate will be undertaken in Year 11. This course will provide students with the practical skills and knowledge to perform a range of tasks in the furnishing industry.

**CONTRIBUTES TO OP:**

*No*

**ASSESSMENT OUTLINE**

Assessment is competency based, which means that students must demonstrate competency in performance criteria. These can be demonstrated through written tests, projects, observation checklists, and completion of training manuals and workbooks.

**CAREER PATHWAYS:**

Data processing Operator, Graphic reproducer, Broadcasting technician, Electronics instruments Tradesperson, Database Administrator, Electrical and electronics engineering technologist